
JESUS SAYS NO WAR IN IRAQ
Jesus Christ was a prophet of peace and understanding for

all peoples. There are several good reasons to oppose this

merciless, racist, profit-hungry war. First: Jesus said "Love

your enemies," and he meant even al-Qaeda. Despite

being heathen Muslims, al-Qaeda deserve our compassion.

They are God's creatures too. Second: The war in Iraq may

make Republicans and Democrats wealthy from the oil

plunder for which our soldiers die day after day, but it will

turn our hearts against God's will. When we become

soulless killers who cheer at the death of innocent Iraqis,

we have lost our way and become agents of Satan.

Speaking of Satan, the third reason is that every day we spend in Iraq is a chance lost to crush the God-

denying Chinese, who are truly Satan's creatures. Jesus said to love your enemies, but that does not

include heretics like the godless Chinese, and He never ruled out nuclear weapons.
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Minorities Against Environmentalism
Environmentalism is a little white lie. They say they'll save the planet,

but what they really mean is, they're going to keep us out. Oh sure, it's

easy for you to talk about stopping mass pollution, overfishing, and

putting concrete everywhere, but that keeps people of color from getting

our chance to make a fortune and retire to Florida. It took you years to

build this much concrete wasteland, to pollute the planet until all the

streams and oceans and air are toxic, and create mountains of landfill

waste. Where's our chance? The "environmentalists" want to keep

people of color poor and powerless. Screw the planet; we want our

share. Environmentalism is racism, even if those tree-hugging hippies aren't wearing Klan costumes. To be a

non-racist who supports minorities is to vote for unlimited economic growth and free enterprise. Anything

else is a racist lie.
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Immigration Invasion
The last election told us: invaders are among us. They're ignorant, lazy, smell bad and commit

most of the crimes in this country.

They're genetically inferior; studies

show that 85% of Republicans have

an IQ of under 98. Historically,

rednecks have developed no

technology and have lived in mud

huts. They are genetic inferiors

closer to apes than humans. Stop

these undesirable immigrants

before they destroy our country

and breed with good, honest Democratic voters. They are not equal and they are parasites. Put

on your steel-toed boots and kick out a Redneck today!
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Unlimited High Speed Internet
And exclusive Gay porn content

Society's loosened up, and so has AOLTM. Don't spend your

after-hours time watching depressing news about the

inevitable end. There's a better way: AOLTM Anal. AOLTM Anal

combines our massively popular high-speed Internet access

with exclusive gay pornography. Enjoy it alone, or share with

the whole family - there's no charge for additional computers!
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